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Abstract

RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) is recently becoming popular, and

plays definitely an important role in moving to ubiquitous society due to de-

ploying its convenience and economic efficiency. Furthermore, RFID nowa-

days comes into the spotlight as a technology to substitute the barcode system

since RFID can solve several problems in the barcode system: (1) to require

line of sight for scanning, (2) no read/write capability including limited ca-

pacity for encoding information, (3) opportunities of human error, and more

problems in [48, 45]. RFID is expected to achieve unlimited economic gain.

For example, in case that one billion of tagged items are sold by consumer

product manufacturers, then a difference of one cent between tags and the

barcode can give ten million dollar economic gain since tags can be attached

to any kinds of items [42].

RFID technology, on the other hand, is jeopardized from various attacks

and problems preventing widespread RFID deployment: replay attack, spoof-

ing, traceability, desynchronization, scalability, and tag cloning. We focus

ourselves on untraceabily and scalability in this thesis. We give the reason

why untraceability and scalability is important to deploy RFID widely. To

prevent an adversary from tracing tagged item is most important in RFID
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system since it infringes personal privacy. For example, in [49], Albrecht who

organized a Benetton boycott called RFID tags “spy chips” due to the trace-

ability of tags. And moreover, tags with unique ID can be associated with a

personal identity. Garfinkel et al. [12] dealt with personal privacy threats as

follows: action, association, location, preference, constellation, transaction,

and breadcrumb threat.

There must be a trade-off between scalability and untraceability. However,

we try to keep the constant computational time in back-end server regardless

of the number of tags when designing an untraceable protocol. If a response

from T , as an example, does not include information about ID of T , which

is dynamic or incomputable, these protocols are likely to be unscalable since

readers are supposed to exhaustively search in database to find ID of T . If a

response from T , on the contrary, includes information about ID of T , which

is static or computable, tagged items are likely to be traceable because an

adversary also can find ID of T as an authorized one does.

The previous protocols [14, 44, 24, 8, 39] and hash lock scheme [41] are

scalable, but traceable. Rhee et al. [30], Ohkubo et al. [28] and randomized

hash lock [41] schemes are untraceable, but unscalable. Therefore, we try to

design a scalable and untraceable protocol that any other literatures have not

dealt with before.

In this thesis, we propose two RFID authentication protocols that guar-

antees untraceability and scalability together.

Our protocol without proxies (1) supports ownership transfer1, (2) consid-

ers multi-tag-reader environment, (3) receives messages from the tags what a

reader wants. In addition, we address the reason why the item privacy is so

important, and a way to keep it securely.

Under the strong assumption that all the channels are insecure, our proto-

1Ownership transfer should be supported since the owner of RFID tags could never be

unchanged through whole life cycle of RFID tags, but only Molnar et al. [27] dealt with

ownership transfer to the best of our knowledge.
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col using a proxy for individual and the universal re-encryption has several ad-

vantages: (1) ownership transfer, (2) untraceability against the compromised

tags, and (3) data access authorization level-based service by the back-end

server.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Radio Frequency Identification

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is an automatic identification system,

relying on storing and remotely retrieving data about objects we want to

manage using devices called “RFID tag”. In the near future, RFID technology

is expected to play an important role for object identification as a ubiquitous

infrastructure. RFID technology is one of next generation technologies which

is mainly used to identify massive objects and will be a substitution for the

existing optical barcode system in the near future. The micro-chip equipped

on T has unique identification information and is applicable for various fields

such as animal tracking, supply chain management, inventory control, etc.

Some widespread and commonly known applications of RFID are iden-

tification, tracking and real-time monitoring. RFID can provide real-time

supply on location and status of goods. The ability to identify and track

assets is critical for a retail store, a wholesale distributor, a manufacturer, or

a hospital.

A RFID tag attached to any object contains a unique serial number that

is used to identify the object. This application can be used in supply-chain

management where each item can be identified and when it enters or leaves

the warehouse. RFID can also be used to track the exact location of people

or equipment and record an event associated with their location.
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1.2 RFID Research Issues

Since its invention in the 1940s, RFID has been an obvious target for abuse

[33]. The first paper [36] related to RFID security is written by Sanjay Sarma,

Stephen Weis, and Daniel Engels in 2002, which includes overview and secu-

rity threats of RFID technology. After the paper [36], there have been many

papers which are hash-based [14, 7, 38, 2, 30, 24, 28, 41, 8, 11, 46], pseudonym-

based [18, 13, 26], zero knowledge-based [39] using PUF(Physical Unclonable

Function), tree-based protocol[27] using pseudonym generator, off-tag-based

schemes [20, 21, 17, 6, 32, 31, 22], and yoking proof [19, 35, 29]that attempt

to address the security concerns raised by the use of RFID tags, but it is

believed that there is no protocol that provides all of security requirements

(See Section 2.1) with low cost as reasonable as applicable until now.

Reference site has been maintained by Gildas Avoine is in [1] and survey

paper related to RFID written by Ari Juels is in [15]. The master’s thesis

of Steven Weis [42] describes early work in the area of RFID privacy, and

provides good technical background.

1.3 Motivation

When designing an untraceable protocol completely, we are faced with scal-

ability problem; that is, it increases computational complexity in back-end

server. In other words, there is a trade-off between scalability and untrace-

ability. If the responses from T , as an example, do not include information

about ID of T , which is dynamic or incomputable, these protocols are likely

to be unscalable since readers are supposed to exhaustively search in database

to find ID of T . If the response from T , as an opposite example, includes

information about ID of T , which is static or computable, tagged items are

likely to be traceable because attackers also can find ID of T by computing

information about ID of T . The previous protocols [14, 44, 24, 8, 39] and
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hash lock scheme [41] are scalable, but traceable. Rhee et al. [30], Ohkubo

et al. [28] and randomized hash lock scheme [41] are untraceable, but unscal-

able. Accordingly, we try to design two scalable and untraceable protocols

that any other literatures have never tried before.

1.4 Our Contributions

In this section, we show our contributions.

We propose the reason why we have to write pseudo-EPC into the mem-

ory of T , not a code itself. Writing EPC itself into the memory of T causes

infringing item privacy after an adversary eavesdrops EPC or tampering T .

Shortly after an adversary finds out what EPC is in the particular tag, he/she

can learn the types of items and whether tagged items are expensive or cheap.

In other words, item privacy can be violated. It is clear that item privacy

causes user privacy and incentive to steal valuable items. On the other hand,

writing pseudo-EPC into the memory of T guarantees item privacy even after

an adversary comprises tags. It couldn’t matter as long as back-end server

converts pseudo-EPC into a valid EPC and points to a right entry for retriev-

ing relevant product information.

In the protocol without proxies, our contribution is to design a scalable

and untraceable protocol which is more secure than Dimitriou [8] (TD05); we

use only four hash operations while TD05 uses five and more hash operations.

We make it using a shared secret k; when a reader sends a query, a shared

secret k needs to be authenticated by T . This is totally different approach

in comparison with the previous literatures. The only tags stored with the

same secret k respond to the query from R; a reader gets the message from

particular tag what the reader wants. It reduces computational time in tags

and back-end sever, especially in multi-tag-reader environment.

In the protocol with a proxy, our proxy supports granular data access

and maintains Server Location field which makes readers connect directly the
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appropriate back-end server. In other previous protocols, the back-end server

has to do some extra works to find the proper server which has the server

location for tags. In other words, we alleviate the work in back-end servers.

In our two protocols, we deal with ownership transfer which is one of

advanced security requirements. Ownership transfer should be supported

since the owner of RFID tags should be changeable through whole life cycle

of RFID tags, Molnar et al. [27] dealt with ownership transfer to the best of

our knowledge.

1.5 Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce

universal re-encryption, security requirements, the previous work and case

study which analyze the security of other work contributions. In Chapter 3,

we propose our RFID authentication protocol without proxies based on hash

function which is a scalable and untraceable protocol enabling ownership

transfer. In Chapter 4, we propose our scalable and untraceable protocol

enabling ownership transfer of RFID tags. We finally conclude our results in

Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Research Goals in RFID systems

Several threats in RFID systems are obstacles to make RFID more popular,

familiar, and widespread then before. In this section, we look into design goals

(security and other) of RFID protocol. Security goals can be broadly classified

into five categories: protection against tracing, eavesdropping, spoofing, and

DoS; additionally, ownership transfer should be supported since RFID tags’

owner never could be unchange through whole life cycle of RFID tags. The

remaining goals can be broadly divided into performance and cost goals.

The followings are the security goals in RFID systems.

Security Goal 1: Protection against tracing. This is the most important

goal. The adversary can collect the responses from all the tags using

device like the ghost and leech [23] with the aim of tracing or spoofing

which is used for the man-in-the-middle attack; a ghost communicates

with a reader and leech; a leech communicates with a tag and ghost.

Unwanted tracking may cause a social problem since unwanted tracking

leaves room for producing more burglars, rapists, and stalkers than now;

so, those who can not protect themselves are likely to reluctant to carry

RFID tags unless tracing problem is solved. Hash lock scheme [41]

proposed by Weis et al. emits same responses all the time, which means

Hash Lock Scheme is traceable. Relabeling (or refreshing) the identifier

of a tag or secret value between tags and readers was suggested not to
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be traced. However, relabeling require synchronization between a tag

and a reader.

A higher criterion from the level of security compared to the than pro-

tection against tracing is indistinguishability which is the same defini-

tion with the semantic security; Juels et al. [16] presented some of indis-

tinguishability under chosen-plaintext attack (IND-CPA) and chosen-

ciphertext attack (IND-CCA) cryptosystem security experiments.

Security Goal 2: Protection against eavesdropping . Any compliant

reader can read the response from T without any knowledge of the

tag owner. So, the response from T should be encrypted to be recog-

nizable only to authorized ones and not to give any information gain to

adversaries. Current EPCglobal Class-1 Generation-2 UHF tag stan-

dard [47] sends access and kill password in unencrypted form. RFID

tags with this standard are hard to be carried by individual which is

vulnerable to even by eavesdropping.

Security Goal 3: Protection against spoofing . An adversary can spoof

tags (or readers) to readers (or tags). Spoofing readers is the same

meaning with cloning the tag, which gives adversaries a chance to sub-

stitute genuine with counterfeit; Bono et al. [5] recently have succeeded

in breaking the car immobilization system through tag cloning. Auto-

ID Labs currently have focused on anti-counterfeit flagship project from

every stakeholder in supply chain to customs.

An adversary who spoofs a tag can get information about the tag since

the adversary can be regarded as authorized parties; so, spoofing tags is

related to privacy which is defined that no unwanted information about

the tag has to be leaked from the system.

Security Goal 4: Protection against DoS . RFID tags are inherently sub-

ject to DoS attack since the endless queries can be made to the nearest
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RFID tags to make it inoperable. In addition, DoS occurs such as when

synchronization between tags and readers is failed and battery is to-

tally consumed; in that case, external device like proxy or active tags

are used. DoS can be very serious when RFID tags are used for medical

purpose.

The goal of the blocker [20, 17] tag, noisy tag [6], and selective RFID

jamming is privacy, however these can be used for DoS by the malicious

person.

Security Goal 5: Ownership transfer. Molnar et al. [27] dealt with so-

phisticated ownership transfer at the first time. The owner of RFID

tags can not be unchangeable. For example, ownership transfer hap-

pens from manufacturers to wholesalers, wholesalers to repackagers,

repackagers to retailers, and from retailers to consumers in the sup-

ply chain; furthermore, consumers can sell or give RFID tags to the

other consumers. In case that the protocol of RFID tags does not sup-

port ownership transfer, the previous owners can be regarded as the

current owner.

The following items are performance and cost goals in RFID systems.

Performance Goal: Scalability. Scalability means that how many RFID

tags can be accommodated in the back-end server. To accommodate a

large number of RFID tags, computational time of identification should

be reasonable, which means O(n) or O(mn) computational time in the

back-end server is not scalable where n is the number of tags in the

system and m is the number of read operations. We define completely

scalable that the back-end server can find identifer of a tag with con-

stant computational time regardless of the number of tags. Protection

against tracing and scalability has a trade-off relationship. For exam-

ple, previous protocols [14, 44, 24, 8, 39] and hash lock scheme [41]
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are scalable, but traceable. Rhee et al. [30], Ohkubo et al. [28] and

randomized hash lock [41] schemes are untraceable, but unscalable.

Economic Goal: Cost. The cost of RFID tags should be as cheap as possible

since RFID tags can be attached to all kinds of items even a personal

pen or toothbrush which is very low-cost. RFID tags may have 1000-

10000 gate equivalents and the number of gates available for security

features is 200-2000 [43]. Asymmetric cryptosystems like RSA, ECC,

or NTRU and symmetirc cryptosystems like DES and AES are not

applicable in terms of gate count so far. For example, even standard

cryptographic hash functions like SHA-1 require roughly 20,000 gates

[42]; more seriously, SHA-1 was broken by Wang et al. [40] in 2005.

Lehtonen et al. [25] provides good background on the cost of RFID

tags.

2.2 Previous Work

There have been many papers which are hash-based [14, 2, 38, 30, 24, 28, 41, 8,

46], pseudonym-based [18, 13], zero knowledge-based [39] using PUF (Physical

Unclonable Function), and tree-based protocol [27] using pseudonym genera-

tor that attempt to address the security concerns raised by the use of RFID

tag, but it is believed that there is no perfect protocol that avoids all of the

threats with low cost as reasonable as applicable until now.

2.2.1 Hash Lock Scheme and Randomized Hash Lock

Scheme

Hash Lock Scheme [41] (HLS) is based on one-way hash function. It requires

implementing a hash on the tag to achieve low-cost tag and scalability. On

the other hands, tracking is possible through the shared secret from T which
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is the first response from T . And moreover, it is possible to spoof reader

and tag. For example, after an adversary eavesdrops the response from T ,

metaID = hash(key), he/she can spoof the tag; an adversary can spoof the

tag since readers send key with unecrypted form. Randomized Hash Lock

scheme [41] (RHLS) is an extended version of HLS03 to remove traceability,

but RHLS03 causes scalability and spoofing problems.

2.2.2 Hash-based Scalable Protocol

Henrici et al. [14] (HEN04), Lee et al. [24] (LACP05), and TD05 are scalable,

but traceable during a valid session. For example, the response from T always

contains hash value of ID which does not need brute force search in the back-

end server; but, it brings about traceability problem during a valid session.

HEN04 first proposed a way to recover message failure and message error

using two rows a tag in database. LACP05 and Rhee et al. protocol [30]

(RKKW05) adopt this way. On the other hands, HEN04 can be traceable

by side channel attack due to careless use of counter values. In addition, the

other problems in HEN04 was demonstrated in [3].

TD05 solves desynchronization problem entirely through using timestamp.

The main idea of TD05 is using nonce, which is implemented with timestamp,

and two keyed hash functions(MAC) to prevent cloning attacks [4]. In con-

trast, MAC is needed to two hash opeations to compute. The main idea of

LACP05 is twofold: One is having two rows in the database like HEN04 to

recover message failure or message error; the other is using a half of hash

when sending a message to reduce communications cost, but it reduces secu-

rity. Furthermore, spoofing the tag is possible in LACP05. The procedure of

spoofing works as follows: first, an attacker sends a query with r, which can

be empty, to the tag and then receives h(ID), hL(ID, r) that is left half of

h(ID, r). Lastly, h(ID) − hL(ID, r), where “−” denotes string subtraction,

is to let attacker know the hR(ID, r) which is the third message of LACP05
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is the right half of h(ID, r).

2.2.3 Hash-based Untraceable Protocol

Ohkubo et al. protocol [28] (OSK03) have strength, untraceability, but also

weakness, scalability. The main idea of OSK03 is using two hash functions.

One is used to refresh the secret in the tag. The other one is used to respond

to a query. OSK03 guarantees untraceability and forward secrecy. However,

OSK03 requires exhaustive search in the back-end server. The time com-

plexity of this protocol is 2mn in terms of hash computations [2]. The time

complexity O(2mn) of OSK03 is less scalable in comparison with RHLS03

and the protocol in [30], O(n).

2.2.4 Other Protocols

Wong et al. [44] and Tuyls et al. protocol [39] can be traceable since the

response from T is fixed all the time; and also, pseudonym-based protocols

[18, 13] can be traceable after an adversary collects all of the pseudonym. To

prevent tracing, some work in [18, 44, 13] addresses that the right product

owner can alter the scattering way or all of the pseudonym after a certain

period. Deciding a certain period, however, is also another problem. Tree-

based protocol [27] proposed by Molnar et al. supports scalability, ownership

transfer, delegation and off-line operation. In contrast, it needs lots of com-

putation time, communications cost, and memory storages; in addition, the

other tags also can be compromised under a compromise by the other tags.

Yang et al. protocol [46] is unscalable and traceable during a valid session.

This protocol needs ln computation to find a tag in back-end server where

l denotes the number of readers. This protocol belongs to the worst case

from the point of scalability to our understanding. For a traceable case, an

adversary can send first message to T like an authorized reader, and then

the response from T has same value during a valid session. More seriously, If
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one reader is compromised, the adversary can succeed mutual authentication

with all tags since there is no mechanism to authenticate reader in the side

of T .

2.3 How to achieve security requirements?

When designing a RFID authentication protocol, the following properties

should be considered to meet: forward secrecy, untraceablility, scalability,

synchronization, cloning, preventing spoofing and item privacy. Each subsec-

tion describes how to design a protocol which satisfies each property using the

five well-known protocols: HLS03, RHLS03, OSK03, TD05, and LACP05.

2.3.1 Forward Secrecy

OSK03 and TD05 are known to meet forward secrecy. OSK03 and TD05 uti-

lize a hash function to update an identifier while HLS03 and RHLS03 did not

refresh an identifier; that is, upon compromising an identifier, the adversary

learns all the previous transactions in HLS03 and RHLS03. LACP05 uses

XOR operation to update an identifier; consequently, LACP05 fails to guar-

antee forward secrecy. Hash function has a one-wayness property, while XOR

operation does not. Pseudonym is used in [18, 13], but the adversary can

collect all pseudonyms from the response of T in which case protocol based

on pseudonym can not guarantee forward secrecy; more seriously, it can not

guarantee untraceablility. In order to design a protocol that guarantees for-

ward secrecy, a protocol designer has to use a hash function when updating

secret key as long as there is no alternative. When updating IDi, finding a

lightweight function or scheme that guarantees forward secrecy is also a big

open research problem.
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2.3.2 Untraceability and Scalability

In Table 3.1, forward secrecy (FS), untraceability (UNT), and untraceability

during a valid session (UNT-DVS) are classified as one category. FS and

UNT-DVS are classified into UNT; Guaranteeing UNT means satisfying FS

and UNT-DVS. OSK03 is successful in designing a UNT completely, but

it causes the worst result in terms of scalability. The number of tags is

going to increase sharply in the nearest future; furthermore, tag recognition

rate is not perfect so far. It increases read operation times; that is, the

complexity of OSK03 O(4mn2) definitely suffers from too much in multi-tag-

reader environments since all of the tags within the operating range of reader

are supposed to respond a query. That’s why scalability also can not be

overlooked. We introduce γ as the number of tags within a operating range

since all tags, which are stored in back-end server, are not likely to be within

a range of reader. After applying γ to complexity of OSK03, it becomes

O(4mnγ). In this thesis, we define scalability as that the computational

complexity is quite suitable for multi-tag-reader environment in the back-end

server.

2.3.3 Synchronization

HLS03 and RHLS03 don’t need to synchronize the shared key because the

shared secret is fixed, but TD05, OSK03 and LACP05 have to synchronize

the secret information since they update a key only with authorized read-

ers. OSK03 can lose synchronization due to resilience. If desynchronization

occurs, database can not recognize the tag; tag is useless in this case.

2.3.4 Spoofing and Cloning

HLS03 and RHLS03 send message in unencrypted form; so, the adversary

can learn the shared secret key by eavesdropping, and then can spoof the
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reader and tag. OSK03 does not describe how to play a role in the side of R.

In LACP05, reader and tag send message carelessly (See section 2.2.3.); and

so, the adversary can spoof the tag. To prevent attacker from spoofing the

tag and reader, we should not send message in unencrypted form and update

the shared secret key, the same as part of message which is sent. Cloning is

divided into two groups: cloning by eavesdropping and cloning by tampering.

Cloning by eavesdropping has the same significance with spoofing the reader

in terms of security; preventing the adversary from cloning by tampering is

hard to prevent since it means the adversary learns all information of storage.

However, Tuyls et al. protocol [39] shows how to prevent the adversary from

cloning by tampering using PUF (Physical Unclonable Function), but it’s too

costful.

2.3.5 Item Privacy

Guaranteeing item privacy means that the adversary can not find out the

contents and price of tagged items even though EPC is revealed by means

of any attacks. Violation of item privacy gives an adversary the seduction

to steal tagged items after he/she eavesdrops EPC. Although the adversary

knows what kind of product is it after tampering tag, item privacy should be

guaranteed. For example, there is imitation like tiny jewelry such that the

general public can not distinguish genuine from a imitation. The adversary

cannot decide to counterfeit or not since there is no way to distinguish them.

2.4 Universal Re-encryption

Universal re-encryption (UR) was proposed by Golle et al. [13]. C ′ is said to

represent re-encryption of C provided that two ciphertexts are decrypted to

the same plaintext.

UR has several security properties. First, re-encryption is permissible
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without knowledge of PK. Second, the one time decryption is sufficient to

get the plaintext no matter how many times the re-encryption has done. In

most previous literatures, secret keys should be refreshed not to be traced on

a regular interval. These secret keys have to be synchronized among parties

who share the secret keys after updating while C based on UR doesn’t need

to synchronize because of the second property. Third, UR based on ElGamal

encryption algorithm is semantically secure under the re-encryption if the

adversary can not determine b for given two re-encryptions (C ′
b, C ′

1−b) with

probability significantly greater than 1/2 (See more details in [13]).

2.4.1 Description

UR consists of four functional components like following description.

• Key Generation : TA (Trusted Authority) takes charge of generat-

ing keys. TA generates private key SK x and public key PK y = gx,

where x ∈U Zq; ∈U denotes uniform and random selection, and q de-

notes the order of G which denotes underlying group for the ElGamal

cryptosystem.

• Encryption : R selects random encryption factor r = (k0, k1) ∈ Z2
q , and

then generates C = [(α0,β0); (α1,β1)] = [(myk0 ,gk0); (yk1 ,gk1)], where m

denotes a plaintext.

• Decryption : R forwards C to S. S decrypts C to get the m. First,

S checks α0,β0,α1,β1 ∈ G. If this check fails, then decryption fails.

Second, S computes m0 = (α0/β
x
0 ) and m1 = (α1/β

x
1 ) using the private

key x of T . If m1 = 1, then decrypted message is m = m0. Otherwise,

decryption fails.

• Re-encryption : Anyone can re-encrypt C to C ′ = [(α′0,β
′
0); (α′1,β

′
1)] =

[(α0α
k′
0

1 ,β0β
k′
0

1 ); (α
k′
1

1 ,β
k′
1

1 )] with random re-encryption factor r′ = (k′0, k
′
1)

∈ Z2
q , where k′0,k

′
1 ∈U Zq.
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Figure 2.1: Protocol of RFID tags using universal re-encryption.

Figure 2.1 shows the protocol of RFID tags using universal re-encryption.

Any-party let alone an authorized R can write C ′ into T in this protocol.

2.4.2 Security Properties of UR

Golle et al. [13] define the first vulnerability when re-encryption is used for

RFID. Saito et al. [34] (SAITO04) point out the second and third vulnerabil-

ities, and then find two solutions on the first and second vulnerabilities that

mentioned in each paper. However, SAITO04 fails to find a solution on the

third vulnerability.

The first attack suggested by Golle et al. is as follows: if C = [(α0,β0);(α1,β1)]

= [(α′0,β
′
0);(1,1)] is written into T , re-encrypted C ′ is same with C; that is, T

is completely traceable since response C from T is never changed.

The second attack suggested by Saito et al. is as follows: if the adversary

writes C like CA = [(α0,β0);(α1,β1)] = [(mAyA,gA; (yA,gA)]) encrypted with

the adversary’s PK yA = gxA
A , and then the adversary can decrypt C ′

A with the

adversary’s SK x no matter how many times authorized parties re-encrypt

C. The second and third attacks exploit (α1,β1) although the plaintext is

included in (α0,β0) where m0 = α0/β
x
0 .

The third attack suggested by Saito et al. is as follows: The adversary

can change m with different one using (α1,β1) of C previously sent by T or an

authorized R not to exploit the second and third attacks. For example, the
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decrypted plaintext can be mA if the adversary writes C like CA = [(α0,β0);

(α1,β1)] = [(mA,1); (αA,βA)]). In this case, T can not be used for the ad-

versary and authorized ones. The third attack exhibits the same effect with

just writing the meaningless garbage value into T , which is DoS; so, we will

consider the garbage value not the third attack.

The first and second attacks are used for tracking, while the garbage value

is for DoS; more seriously, UR has the vulnerability on a swapping attack

against which PIN can be used for protecting. In this thesis, we use PIN

to protect a swapping attack; Juels et al. also suggest protecting against a

swapping attack in [21].
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Chapter 3

Our Protocol without Proxy

In this section, we propose a scalable and untraceable RFID authentication

protocol based on hash function.

3.1 Main idea

Our main idea is to use a shared secret key k which assumed to be writable

and non-readable when R sends a query to T ; k is written as a new value

when enrolling tags in the system or doing ownership transfer while IDi is

updated as IDi+1 when successful mutual authentication happens with only

authorized readers.

3.2 Our Proposed Protocol

Our protocol is shown in Figure 3.1. TD05 does not guarantee UNT-DVS; and

so, we suggest a protocol to make up for the weakness of TD05. In addition,

we propose how R communicates with T using timestamp to prevent replay

attack without implementing time clock in T unlike TD05.

3.2.1 Initialization and Assumption

Any T has four non-volatile memories ID0, k, access PIN and TSlast which are

initialized into the memory of T during manufacturing process; ID0, pseudo-

EPC, which is produced by hash function or the other encoding schemes,
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?
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?= t2
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IDi+1 ← h(IDi, P IN, TS)
TSlast ← TS

-� � -
Insecure Channel Secure Channel

Database Fields in Back-end Server
EPC h(ID) ID PIN

Figure 3.1: Our protocol without proxy

is written into the memory of T ; access PIN is written into the reserved

memory of T ; k is written into the memory of T ; TSlast is set to 0 during

the initialization process. TSlast is updated with TS sent by an authorized

R to prevent replay attack after successful mutual authentication. R only

has k which is stored during manufacturing process or ownership transfer. S

keeps four fields: EPC, h(IDi), IDi, and access PIN; IDi and access PIN are
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shared between T and S, while EPC and h(IDi) are not.

In our protocol, we assume that S can tell an authorized R from an

unauthorized one; the clock which is built in R is tightly synchronized like

the mobile phone in multi-tag-reader environment.

3.2.2 Protocol Description

Step 1 R gets TS from its timestamp information. R computes h(k, TS),

and then transmits h(k, TS), TS to T . T compares TS and TSlast. If

TS is greater than TSlast, then T generates h(k, TS) using TS and

k. Otherwise, T considers it as an unauthorized request. If the value

received is the same as the value computed, they authenticate R as an

authorized one. The step 1 is quite different from the other protocols:

the other protocols authenticate R at the last steps(4 - 5) while our

protocol authenticates R at the step 1. In other words, Tk responds to

R while T ′k does not respond.

Step 2 T sends h(IDi) to R, which reduces time complexity to O(β) in multi-

tag-reader environment because all of the tags respond to a query of R

in the previous protocols at all times while only Tk responds in our

protocol.

Step 3 R forwards h(IDi) and TS to S. S finds IDi; S computes h(IDi,

PIN) using IDi and PIN ; S updates IDi to IDi+1 where IDi+1 =

h(IDi, P IN, TS). Otherwise, S stops the procedure.

Step 4 S sends h(IDi, PIN) to R.

Step 5 R forwards h(IDi, P IN) and TS to T . T compares received and sent

TS. If two values equal, T also computes h(IDi, PIN) and compare

the received and value with the computed one. If all comparisons are

successful, T updates IDi to IDi+1 like S does; T also updates TSlast.

Otherwise, T stops the procedure.
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3.3 Security and Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of our protocol including the protocols

in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Comparison with other protocols.

Protocol HLS03

[41]

RHLS03

[41]

OSK03

[28]

TD05

[8]

LACP05

[24]

Our Protocol

Forward Secrecy × × © © × ©
Untraceability during

valid session

× © © × × ∗

Untraceability × 4 © 4 4 ?

Scalability O(1) O(n) O(2mn) O(1) O(1) O(1)

Scalability in multi-

tag-reader environ-

ment

O(γ) O(nγ) O(4mnγ) O(γ) O(γ) O(β)

Hash operations 0 1 2 5+α 2 4

Prevent Spoofing R × × © © © ©
Prevent Spoofing T × × × © × ©

Synchronization NA NA 4 © © ©

†† Notations

© satisfied 4 partially satisfied

× not satisfied ∗ if k is revealed, ×. Otherwise, ©
? if k is revealed, 4. Otherwise, ©

• Synchronization. The simplified TD05 protocol happens to desyn-

chronization problem. TD05 protects desynchronization between S and

tags at the last step in enhanced TD05 protocol. We, however, don’t

need the last step to avoid desynchronization since our protocol emits

a query with shared secret k which is used to authenticate R. On the
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other hand, although the memory channel is read by A once; we guar-

antees synchronization between tags and S even though A knows k and

h(IDi). The reason why we should use TS is discussed in [8].

• Forward Secrecy. Our protocol updates IDi to IDi+1 using a one-way

function h() like OSK03 and TD05. As long as there is no alternative,

we have to use one-way function to guarantee forward secrecy.

• Untraceability during a valid session. Tags authenticate R after

receiving the first message, and then tags respond to only an authorized

query of R. Therefore, tags do not respond to R with different k. As

a result, tags are untraceable during a valid session since A doesn’t

impersonate even in the step 1.

• Untraceability. Tags authenticate R after receiving the first message;

R authenticates the tags after receiving the second message. In each

step, tags and R authenticate counterpart to remove traceability. In

addition, although A knows k, A can not trace a particular tag since

tag responses to query is always different at the valid session.

• Scalability. This is most big contribution in our work. S has time

complexity O(β) to find a tag in multi-tag-reader environment. This

result is the best complexity in comparison with the previous protocols.

Time complexity of each protocol changes in multi-tag-reader environ-

ment (See Table 3.1); from O(1) to O(γ) in most cases, from O(1) to

O(β) in ours where β < γ < n.

• Spoofing the tag. As long as A doesn’t know the value of k, A can

not spoof the tags in our protocol. If A tampers with a tag, then A
can spoof the tags at the step 1. However, S finds out that A is not an

authorized R in the end. There is no way to spoof the a tag unless A
knows k and IDi.
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• Spoofing the reader. As long as A doesn’t know the IDi, A can not

spoof R since tag response to a query by R will be different at all times.

• Item Privacy. The party who has EPC is only S in our protocol;

that is, we guarantee item privacy as long as S is not compromised.

The other previous protocols are also designed to meet item privacy

if HLS03, RHLS03, OSK03, TD05, and LACP05 hold following three

conditions: only S has EPC, T doesn’t have EPC, ID is not a EPC

itself.

• Performance Analysis. Our protocol is more secure than TD05 in

terms of traceability aspects even though ours reduces hash operations

from five and more to four. In our protocol, tag needs four hash oper-

ations to communicate with R with quite good security performance.

Under the assumption that tags can not be tampered, we don’t need to

send last message.

• Ownership Transfer. We supports ownership transfer using k. As

far as we know, ownership transfer issue is dealt with only in [27] so

far. For example, Alice has R that has k which is also stored in tagged

items of Alice. When Alice gets some tagged items from Bob, Alice can

write her own k.
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Chapter 4

Our Protocol with Proxy

4.1 Overview and Main idea

In this chapter, we propose an off-tag access control mechanism1 using an

external device which has scalability and untraceability. Off-tag access control

provides a chance to be widespread with low-cost tags since the external

device takes care of almost high-cost computations instead of T .

Table 4.1 shows various countermeasures and their examples that have

been proposed. Deactivation by permanent and temporary tags is analogous

to power-off of personal computers due to the fear of being cracked. In other

words, these can not be an eventual solution. On-tag cryptographic primitive

and on-tag access control require high-end RFID tags; that is, they are not

reasonable to implement RFID tags so far. Low-cost is the most important

factor to proliferate RFID technology into the billions of items.

Our proposed protocol has three properties (RFID tags with a pseudoran-

dom number generator, exploiting universal re-encryption and a proxy) with

main research goals (lightweight RFID tags and ownership transfer).

4.1.1 Initialization and Assumption

We assume the followings.

1. PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) is established,

1On-tag means that mechanisms are located on the RFID tags themselves; in contrast,

off-tag is taken care of by the external device.
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Countermeasure Example

Permanent tag deactivation kill command[47], tag destruction

Temporary tag deactivation Faraday cages, sleep/wake command

On-tag cryptographic primitive stream ciphers, asymmetric or symmetric cryp-

tographic algorithm[10]

On-tag access control hash-based[41], pseudonym-based[18, 13], tree-

based schemes[27, 9]

Off-tag access control blocker[20, 17], noisy tag[6], proxy-based

schemes[21, 32]

Table 4.1: Countermeasures for preventing attacks in RFID systems

Figure 4.1: All possible channels in our protocol with a proxy

2. One proxy manages only one tag.

3. Proxy is within backward channel which is the operating range of T .

4. All channels are insecure. The possible channels are depicted in Figure

4.1 in which the solid line represents an insecure channel.

P has four database fields: Private key, Tag identifier2, PIN, Server Location

for each tag; Server Location field for each tag can contribute to reducing the

work of S. In our protocol, the back-end server has to find a server location if

2ID, pseudo-EPC, tag identifier, and m are the same meaning in our protocol.
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Table 4.2: Access control list.

SL is a NULL value where SL denotes a server location for T . P also has an

access control list. An example of an access control list is described in Table

4.2. A and B are used to represent the data access authorization level of R.

S can transfers fine granular information of T based on granular data access

authorization level; the degree of level depends on the system designer.

T has a pseudorandom number generator and memory storages to store

PIN and C; C is based on ElGamal encryption algorithm. Any other cryp-

tographic primitives like hash or symmetric or asymmetric algorithm do not

need.

The owner of T is a person who carries and owns a proxy and all tags

which is managed by the proxy.

S has six database fields: Private key, Public key, EPC, Tag identifier, Tag

owner and Data; SK and PK can be generated and managed by S or the

other trusted entities since R does not send messages included SK or PK,

Tag owner field is used for ownership transfer, Data field supports fine granular

data access authorization level.

4.1.2 How the proxy works

A proxy, P is used for personal usage like RFID Guardian (GUARDIAN05)

[32]. P is a reader which can be integrated into cellular phones, PDAs (per-
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sonal Digital Assistants) or tiny portable device which manages owner’s tags;

P also enforces privacy policy desired by its owner using a access control list.

In our proposed protocol, P should exist around his own tags; so, the operat-

ing range of P works around 1 or 2 meters which is approximately from head

to toe of an individual.

Juels (REP05) [21]’s proxy and Rieback’s GUARDIAN05 meet four dif-

ferent security properties; REP05 has tag acquisition, tag relabelling, tag

simulation and tag release; GUARDIAN05 has auditing, key management,

access control and authentication. P has six functional security properties

which are depicted in Figure 4.2 in which an arrow represents a state tran-

sition; these properties in our protocol are a little different with REP05 and

GUARDIAN05. The description of each component is as follows:

• Tag acquisition : P gets a new SK corresponding to PK and ID of T

from S; P also gets PIN from the previous tag owner’s P . P generates

C, and then writes C and PIN ′ into the acquired memory of T when

P acquires T .

• Information management : P manages ID of T , SK, PIN and a server

location for each T . P inserts the record in a database when it acquires

T ; P deletes the record about T when it releases T .

• Relabeling : P relabels T contents whenever the other devices try to

write data into T managed by P , which means that P writes C ′ into T .

• Authentication : P checks whether the queried R is an authorized party

or an unauthorized one.

• Access control : If an authorized party has sent a query, then P checks a

data access authorization level and passes the proper message for level.

Access control can considers three cases with P : which R, which T ,

which circumstances like GUARDIAN05 (See more details in [21]).
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Figure 4.2: Six functional security properties of P .

• Tag release : An owner of T releases T when the owner of T does not

want to keep his T any more; that is, ownership transfer happens.

4.1.3 Proposed Protocol

In SAITO04 [34] which is one of on-tag access control scheme, T checks the

first and second attacks by itself. Exponential computation is needed to

check the second attack; however, it is big overhead on T . SAITO04 checks

only the contents written in T not to authenticate R; that is, anybody can get

information of T upon receiving C from T while we authenticate R exploiting

the external device on behalf of T .

Our protocol is shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5; Figure 4.3 shows our

protocol, Figure 4.4 shows our protocol for authorization, Figure 4.5 shows

our protocol for ownership transfer.

Our overall protocol works as follows:

Step 1 R sends Q query and random nonce NR generated by R to T .

Step 2 T sends C and NR to P . P decrypts C with private key SK x.

Step 3 The way to communicate between R and P is using a variety of

out-of-band or in-band means preferably over the secure channel (See

more details in [21]. In our protocol, R sends its information like

SigR(NR)||CertR to P .
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Figure 4.3: Our protocol with a proxy
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Figure 4.4: Our protocol with a proxy for authorization

Step 4 P checks whether R is authorized or not using an access control list,

and checks data access authorization level in case of authorized R. As

another case, ownership transfer happens in Step 4; ownership transfer

is unusual case, so it require human interaction to do ownership transfer.

Step 5 Protocol descriptions for authorization and ownership transfer is han-

dled with in each protocol. For an unauthorized R, P sends random

value to R, which can not give a chance for the adversary to distinguish

the tag from the other tags. In case of authorization protocol, P re-

labels the contents of T while R relabels the contents of T in case of

ownership transfer protocol; the detail description is described in each

protocol.

Nonce (NR and NP ) in our protocol is to ensure that old communications

cannot be reused in replay attacks. Nonce can be time-variant or generated

with enough random bits which ensure a probabilistically insignificant chance

of repeating a previously generated value.

Our protocol in case of authorization works as follows:
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Step 1 P sends E(PKR, MP ||SL) to R where MP denotes E(PKS, SigP (m||NP ||cmd)||CertP );

SL denotes a server location for T , NP denotes a random nonce gen-

erated by P , cmd represents an authorization level, and m denotes a

pseudo-EPC (ID of T ) in our protocol. We recommend to use the

pseudo-EPC rather than EPC ([37] states the reason for that)

Step 2 R decrypts E(PKR, MP ||SL) with the private key SKR of R. R gets

a server location, and sends E(PKS, SigR(MP )||CertR) to S which is

same with the server location.

Step 3 S decrypts E(PKS, SigR(MP )||CertR), CertR, MP , CertP with the

private key of S. S finds out the identities of P and R, ID of T ,

and an authorization level. S checks whether P is the owner of T or

not. If P is the owner of T , then S checks the authorization level

of R for T . For example, In case that an authorization level is A, S

sends E(PKR, DataA) to R; In case that an authorization level is B,

S sends E(PKR, DataA||DataB). The degree of an authorization level

is decided by the system designer. If P is not the owner of T , S sends

a random value to R to provide indistinguishability.

Step 4 P computes G(PIN) and generates PIN ′ where G is a pseudoran-

dom number generator and PIN is used for a seed; G is used for match-

ing the bit size of G(PIN) and (C ′||PIN ′). P selects a random encryp-

tion factor r′ = (k′0, k
′
1) ∈ Z2

q , re-encrypts C to C ′ = [(α′0,β
′
0); (α′1,β

′
1)] =

[(α0α
k′
0

1 ,β0β
k′
0

1 ); (α
k′
1

1 ,β
k′
1

1 )], and sends (C ′||PIN ′)⊕G(PIN) to T ; lastly,

updates PIN with PIN ′.

Step 5 T computes G(PIN) with PIN which is in the memory of T , per-

forms ⊕ operation (G(PIN) generated by T with (C ′||PIN ′)⊕G(PIN)

received from P ), and can get C ′ and PIN ′; lastly, T updates PIN with

PIN ′ and C with C ′.

Our protocol in case of ownership transfer works as follows:
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Figure 4.5: Our protocol with a proxy for ownership transfer
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Step 1 A sends E(PKB, MA||SL||PIN) to B where MA denotes E(PKS, SigA(m||cmd)||CertA),

A denotes the current tag owner, B denotes the new tag owner, and

cmd represents ownership transfer command.

Step 2 B decrypts E(PKB, MA||SL||PIN) with the private key of B. B

gets a server location and PIN , and sends E(PKS, SigB(MA)||CertB)

to S.

Step 3 S decrypts E(PKS, SigB(MA)||CertB), CertB, MA, CertA with the

private key of S. S finds out the identities of and A and B, ID of

T , and ownership transfer command. S checks where A is the owner

of T or not. If P is the owner of T , then S generates SK and PK

corresponding to SK. S updates previous key pairs with new key pairs

for the tag and the previous tag owner with the new tag owner in the

database. And then, S sends E(PKB, x||m) to B. If A is not the owner

of T , S sends a random value to B. Lastly, B generate a new ciphertext.

Step 4 B computes G(PIN) and generates PIN ′, selects a random en-

cryption factor r = (k0, k1) ∈ Z2
q , generates C = [(α0,β0); (α1,β1)] =

[(my′k0 ,gk0); (y′k1 ,gk1)], and sends (C||PIN ′)⊕G(PIN) to T ; lastly, B

updates PIN with PIN ′.

Step 5 T computes G(PIN) with PIN which is in the memory of T , per-

forms a⊕ operation (G(PIN) generated by T with (C ′||PIN ′)⊕G(PIN)

received from P ), and can get C ′ and PIN ′; lastly, T updates PIN with

PIN ′ and C with C ′.

After the ownership transfer protocol, B should perform operation over

the secure channel so that PIN ′ is not eavesdropped by A when writing a

new ciphertext. Nevertheless, it can be easily performed with secure way

since P can control its operation range. For example, P writes PIN ′ and C

with less than one centimeter operating range by physical contact.
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4.2 Security and Performance Analysis

In this section, we check whether our protocol guarantees the following secu-

rity requirements.

• Protection against tracing. T sends different message at any time

R sends a query. C and C ′ is indistinguishable (See [13]), and write

command of P is secure because the adversary doesn’t have a way to

know PIN . Even if the adversary gets PIN under tampering T , the

adversary have to be within 1-2m to trace T at all time while the other

almost all the previous protocols in the literature easily can be traced

under tampering T . In addition, write command by physical contact

guarantees updating PIN securely.

• Protection against cloning and spoofing.

Cloning T and spoofing R are meaningless since P maintains a private

key and an access control list for each tag.

Spoofing T is also meaningless because T doesn’t have a way to check

whether write command sent by some devices is authorized or not; since

the adversary doesn’t have any gains, the adversary does not try to spoof

T . The adversary’s write command make T replace PIN with PINA

where PINA is the generated by the adversary; but, P also checks

PINA and can writes re-encrypted ciphertext generated by P with the

PINA.

• Privacy. We provide privacy since C emitted is provably secure since

it is based on UR [13]. As another way to provide privacy, pseudo-

EPC as ID of T should be used (See the more details in [37]); S has

EPC and Tag identifier field to use pseudo-EPC. We support data access

authorization level-based service, which enhances privacy for individual.
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• Protection against DoS. DoS attack can cause battery consumption

of P , which is one big problem when using the battery-powered device

to protect T .

• Ownership transfer. We described the protocol for ownership trans-

fer. Ownership transfer is one of the advanced security requirements;

but, Molnar et al. [27] supports sophisticated ownership transfer to the

best of our knowledge.

• Protection against swapping. Swapping attack is one of the vul-

nerabilities on UR. In our protocol, we prevent from swapping attack

using PIN .

• Protection against two attacks and the garbage value in UR.

P writes new C into T whenever the other devices try to write C, which

means that T has always C generated by an authorized P unless the

battery of an authorized P is totally consumed. Sleep / wake command

can defend against two attacks and the garbage value even in case that

the battery of P is totally consumed.

• Scalability. Since P sends m with encrypted form to authorized R

which forwards received message to S, the complexity of tag identifica-

tion on S is O(1). In other words, S does not need computations related

to non-relevant T , which means our protocol is completely scalable.

• Cost. T requires only one lightweight cryptographic primitive, a pseu-

dorandom number generator, and re-writable memory to store C and

PIN . Consequently, our protocol can be implemented with reasonable

low-cost.
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4.3 Comparison with Related Work

Selective RFID jamming [31] makes a signal jam up the airwaves under lots

of queries from an unauthorized R while an external device just re-encrypts a

new valid C in our protocol. In addition, the use of jamming signal is legally

questionable.

REP and GUARDIAN send the secret value of T in unencrypted form,

which is insecure since REP and GUARDIAN give the adversary a chance to

eavesdrop secret values while our P does not reveal the secret information of

T .

SAITO04 has several weaknesses: 1) big overhead on T , 2) tracking with

only eavesdropping within forward channel, 3) no R authentication mecha-

nism, 4) allowing swapping attack which is the venerability of UR. Unlike

SAITO04, we resolve all the problems of SAITO04 using P and PIN . In

Table 4.3, we show the comparison table with the previous schemes.

Table 4.3: Comparison to the previous schemes.

Scheme Golle’s

[13]

SAITO04

[34]

Selective RFID

Jamming [31]

Our Protocol

External device No No Yes Yes

Jamming signal No No Yes No

Prevent two attacks × © NA ©
Prevent swapping attack and

garbage value

× × NA ©

R authentication mechanism × × © ©
Secure over forward channel × × × ©
Untraceability × × × ©

†† Notations

© satisfied

× not satisfied
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

There is a trade-off between scalability and untraceablility in RFID authenti-

cation protocol; therefore, many literatures did not suggest a protocol which

guarantees scalability and untraceability together. However, in this thesis, we

propose two scalable and untraceable protocols enabling ownership transfer.

Our protocol without proxies has several security properties as followings:

• supports ownership transfer

• considers multi-tag-reader environment

• receives messages from the tags what a reader wants.

Our protocol with a proxy Supports several security properties as follow-

ings:

• ownership transfer

• granular data access

• scalability

• untraceability

• privacy

• protection against several attacks which are spoofing, cloning, and swap-

ping

• the untraceable way even under compromising a tag

• the more fast way to find a server location
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As extra contributions, we deal with what item privacy is, why item pri-

vacy is important and how the way guaranteeing item privacy can be applied

to our protocol. Consequently, we make sure that our proposed schemes can

contribute to make RFID deployment widespread.
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SX��©� ��0px��¦ ÆÒ&h� Ô�¦��0pxô�Ç RFID ���7£x áÔ�Ð�Ðc+t\� �'aô�Ç ���½̈

"f%ò
ï�r

RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification)�Ér ¼#�o�$í
õ� �á
]j$í
Ü¼�Ð ���K� þj

��H\� ú́§�Ér ÅÒ3lq�̀¦ ~ÃÎ�¦ e��Ü¼ 9 Ä»q�3$'�Û¼ ���r�Ð ����o�l� 0Aô�Ç Ùþ�d��&h����

%i�½+É�̀¦ ½+É �Ü¼�Ð	כ l�@/�)a��. ¢̧ô�Ç, RFID��H ���ï×¼ r�Û¼%7�_� #��Q��t� ë�H

]j&h��̀¦ K����½+É Ãº e��l� M:ë�H\� ���ï×¼\�¦ @/�̂�l� 0Aô�Ç ���_� Dh�Ðî�r l�

Õüt�Ð �Ð�����. RFID��H Áºô�Çô�Ç �â
]j&h���� ���F�§4��̀¦ ��t��¦ e����. \V\�¦ [þt#Q,

10%3�>h_� I�Õª�� ÂÒ�ÃÌ�)a Óüt¾¡§s� e�����¦ ����, ���ï×¼ü< I�Õª_� ����� 	�s�

�� 1G'pàÔ{9�r�\� 100ëß�²ú��Q_� �â
]j&h� s�1pq�̀¦ ��4R�� ×�¦ �.���s	כ s���Ér	כ I�

Õª�� �̧��H 7áxÀÓ_� Óüt¾¡§\� ÂÒ�ÃÌ|̈c Ãº e����H :£¤$í
\� l����ô�Ç��.

ìøÍ���\�, RFID l�Õüt�Ér ���ª�ô�Ç /BN���Ü¼�ÐÂÒ'� gË>K�{©�½+É Ãº e��Ü¼ 9, s��Q

ô�Ç ë�H]j&h�[þt�Ér RFID�� V,�o� ���>h÷&��H �¦̀�	כ ~½ÓK����H .���¹�èsכ :£¤y� s�

�Qô�Ç ë�H]j&h�[þt ×�æ s� �7Hë�H\�"f��H Ô�¦ÆÒ&h�$í
õ� SX��©�$í
\� �í'���̀¦ ú́�ÆÒ 9, �=

Ô�¦ÆÒ&h�$í
õ� SX��©�$í
�̀¦ 1lxr�\� ëß�7á¤���H ��s	כ RFID l�Õüt�̀¦ V,�o� ���>h���H

X< ×�æ¹כô�Ç��\�¦ ��Ò�¦ �.���s	כ /BN������� I�Õª�� ÂÒ�ÃÌ�)a Óüt¾¡§�̀¦ ÆÒ&h��>� ÷&

��� >h���_� ��Òqt�Ö̧�̀¦ gË>K�½+É �èt��� ß¼��. s��Qô�Ç :£¤$í
Ü¼�Ð ���K� Z�W1�:r�̀¦

�̧f��ô�Ç Albrecht��H RFIDI�Õª\�¦Û¼��s�}9�Ü¼�ÐÂÒØÔ�¦Ô�¦B�î�r1lx�̀¦�%i���.

>�����, �¦Ä»_� ID\�¦ ����� I�Õª��H >h���_� &ñ
�̂$í
õ� ������|̈c Ãº�̧ e��Ü¼ 9,

Garfinkel1px�Ér [12]\�"f RFID\� @/ô�Ç #��Q��t� >h���_� ��Òqt�Ö̧ gË>K�\� @/ô�Ç

0Aa�?[þt�̀¦ ��ÀÒ%3���.

Ô�¦ÆÒ&h�$í
õ�SX��©�$í
�Ér�©��Ð�'a>�\�e��Ü¼��,Äºo���HÆÒ&h�s�Ô�¦��0pxô�ÇáÔ�Ð

�Ðc+t�̀¦ �¦îß�����"f 1lxr�\� SX��©�$í
 (RFID r�Û¼%7��©�\�"f \O���ëß��pu_� I�Õª

_� Ãº\�¦ Ãº6 x½+É e����H��\�¦ >pw� 9, s��¦̀�	כ ²ú�$í
�l� 0AK�"f��H ���_� I�Õª

d��Z>���\�¦ ¹1Ô�̀¦ M: Êê~½Ó"f!Q�©�\�"f_� ���íß�s� ���Ér I�Õªü<_� %ò
�¾Ó�̀¦ ~ÃÎt� ·ú§

����ô�Ç��.)�̀¦ ëß�7á¤�l�0Aô�Ç áÔ�Ð�Ðc+t�̀¦ �¦îß��%i���. \V\�¦ [þt#Q, I�Õª_� 6£x
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²ú�s� I�Õª_� d��Z>���\� @/ô�Ç &ñ
�Ð\�¦ �í�<Ê�t� ·ú§��H áÔ�Ð�Ðc+t\�"f��H I�Õª_�

d��Z>���\�¦¹1Ôl�0AK�"f����̂�ÃÐÒ�os¹כ�½̈÷&Ù¼�ÐX<s���Z�s�Û¼\�"fSX��©�$í
s�

a%~t� 3lw���. ìøÍ���\�, I�Õª_� 6£x²ú�s� I�Õª_� d��Z>���\� @/ô�Ç &ñ
�Ð\�¦ �í�<Êô�Ç

����� &h� ¢̧ô�Ç )���~ÃÎ�Ér ��6 x��ü< °ú �Ér {9��©�\� Z�~s�l� ÷&Ù¼�Ð I�Õª�� ÂÒ�ÃÌ

�)a Óüt¾¡§�̀¦ ÆÒ&h�½+É Ãº e����.

s����_� áÔ�Ð�Ðc+t[þt [14, 44, 24, 8, 39]õ� K�/' |ÃÌ îß� [41]�Ér SX��©�$í
s� a%~��¤

Ü¼�� ÆÒ&h�$í
\� ë�H]j�� e��%3���. Rhee1px_� �7Hë�H [30], Ohkubo1px_� �7Hë�H [28],

e��_�_� K�/' |ÃÌ îß� [41]�Ér ÆÒ&h�s� Ô�¦��0px�%i�Ü¼�� SX��©�$í
s� a%~t� 3lw�%i���.

Õªo��#� s� �7Hë�H\�"f��H SX��©�$í
õ� Ô�¦ÆÒ&h�$í
�̀¦ 1lxr�\� ëß�7á¤r�v���H áÔ�Ð�Ð

c+t�̀¦ �¦îß���¦�� �̧§4��%i��¦, Õª�Qô�Ç RFID ���7£x áÔ�Ð�Ðc+t ¿º>h\�¦ ]jr�ô�Ç

��. Õª �����H I�Õª @/o���\�¦ s�6 xô�Ç �,s� 9	כ ���Ér �����H @/o���\�¦ s�6 x�

t� ·ú§�Ér �.���s	כ

I�Õª @/o���\�¦ s�6 x�t� ·ú§�Ér áÔ�Ð�Ðc+t�Ér ��6£§õ� °ú �Ér �©�&h��̀¦ �������.

(1)�èÄ»�Ý¶s�����̀¦t�"é¶ô�Ç��. (2)YO�w�I�Õª-o��8 8̈��â
�̀¦�¦�9�%i���. (3)o�

�8�� "é¶���H Bj[jt�ëß��̀¦ I�Õª[þt�ÐÂÒ'� ~ÃÎ�̀¦ Ãº e����.

I�Õª@/o���\�¦s�6 xô�ÇáÔ�Ð�Ðc+t�Ér��6£§õ�°ú �Ér�©�&h��̀¦�������. (1)�èÄ»

�Ý¶ s�����̀¦ t�"é¶ô�Ç��. (2) �̧��H G�V,�s� îß�����t� ·ú§�Ér G�V,�s����¦ ��&ñ
ô�Ç��.

(3) X<s�'� ]X���H ����� YU6\�\� ��H��ô�Ç "fq�Û¼\�¦ t�"é¶ô�Ç��.

¢̧ô�Ç, s� �7Hë�H\�"f��H ��s�%7� áÔ��s�!Qr�����H 6 x#Qü< Õª ×�æ¹$כí
\� @/K�

"f ��ê�r��.
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